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ABSTRACT
Effects of Nonfat Dry Milk, Whey Protein Concentrate, and
Calcium Caseinate on Color and Texture of Turkey Rolls
by
Brent Neeley Dobson, Doctor of Philosophy
I

Utah State University, 1994
Major Professor: Dr. Daren P. Cornforth
Department: Nutrition and Food Sciences
Two studies were conducted to evaluate the effects of milk solids on
estructured and emulsified turkey rolls. The milk solids used were nonfat dry
ilk (NFDM), whey protein concentrate (WPC), and calcium caseinate (CC).
Turkey rolls consisted of 100% breast meat or 90:1O or 70:30 breast-to-thigh,
salt (1%), water (10%), internal or cluster fat (10%), and 3% of various milk
solids (WPC, NFDM, CC).
The objectives of these studies were to 1) determine which ratio
etween light and dark meat is preferred; 2) determine which of milk solids
evaluated will permit the highest level of dark meat incorporation

into

evaluated products; 3) determine if there is a mechanism by which milk
roteins lighten poultry meat; and 4) determine which milk protein produces
the best bind between meat pieces. Panelists were used in the first study to
evaluate

cooked

:::ohesiveness,

meat attributes

tenderness,

of color

intensity,

color

roasted turkey flavor, juiciness,

uniformity,
and overall

ix

acceptability. The attributes were rated on a seven-point scale. Rolls made
with WPC or NFDM scored

significantly

higher for color uniformity,

cohesiveness, roasted turkey flavor, and overall acceptability than rolls made
with CC.

No differences were noted among treatments for juiciness or

toughness with rolls of the same light-to-dark meat ratio. However, the 90:10
rolls were rated significantly more tender than the rolls made with the 70:30
ratio.

Rolls containing milk solids had significantly higher yields than the

controls.
In the second study, rolls were made using the preferred meat ratio
(90:10 breast:thigh meat). NFDM and WPC were used as binders, but not CC,
since in the first study it was an ineffective binding agent. The second study
showed that no whitening or lightening occurred in turkey rolls.

This

researcher also found that both NFDM and WPC increased bind strength
between meat pieces. Controls made without added milk solids had less bind
strength between the meat particles.

Meat particle size also affected bind

strength in finished products, with finely chopped rolls having higher bind
strength than coarsely ground rolls.

Moreover, the second study had

unexpected results indicating that NFDM will prevent development of pink
discoloration during refrigerated storage.

The penetrometer used for bind

measurements is described.
(99 pages)

INTRODUCTION
Poultry has become a very important meat commodity because of its
appeal to health-conscious consumers.
meat.

Poultry meat is considered a bland

Turkey meat can be incorporated into several further processed

products, which account for 20% of today's poultry market and may increase
to 39.1 % by early 1995 according to a survey conducted by the National
Broiler Council (Lin and Chen, 1989).
products

made from all breast

However, consumer demands for

meat may result

in the problem

of

overproduction of dark thigh meat. The industry needs to develop methods of
incorporating both types of meat into acceptable products such as reformed
rolls. Restructured products are often accompanied by various problems of
color, texture, bind, flavor, and acceptability. For example, a pink color defect
in rolls results in consumer perceptions that the meat was undercooked. Pink
defect could be a significant economic problem. Pool (1956) first reported a
pink color occurring in fully cooked whole turkey . Likewise, some reformed
products have poor bind and may tear apart when sliced. Increased bind and
lighter color have been attributed to milk solids in restructured turkey products
(Hoogenkamp, 1986).
Milk solids have been used in meat products since before 1750.
Sources of milk solids used in these early products were fresh whole milk or a
crude form of caseinate (Hoogenkamp, 1989). The reasons for incorporating
milk solids in meat products were not understood, only that products were
better. Researchers have reported milk solids incorporated into meat products
enhanced whitening of the meat (Rongey and Bratzler, 1966; Andres, 1986;
van den Hoven, 1987; Smick and Geist, 1988; Hoogenkamp, 1989).

Milk
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solids have also been reported to increase the binding strength of meat
pieces (Siegel et al., 1979). Ensor et al. (1987) reported that nonfat dry milk
and whey protein concentrate increased the cohesiveness and hardness of
knackwurst and also decreased the fat loss during cooking, where they were
compared to controls without milk solids. However, no actual data are
available on the possible effects of milk solids on turkey meat color, and the
previously cited information

on bind was for sausage products.

More

in1ormation is needed on the effects of milk solids on bind and color of
restructured turkey products. Thus, the objectives of the research are to: 1)
determine which of the ratios, 90: 10 or 70:30 of light-to-dark meat, will make
an acceptable turkey product;

2) determine if 3% milk solid(s) (non fat dry

milk, whey protein concentrate,

or calcium caseinate) will produce an

acceptable restructured turkey roll;

3) determine if milk solids have any

writening ability in turkey rolls and, if they do, describe the mechanism;

4)

de ermine if milk solids increase the bind strength of turkey rolls.

REFERENCES
Andres, C. 1986. Milk protein technology for red meat also applicable to
poultry and fish. Food Proc. · 47(5): 58-59.
Ensor, S.A., Mandigo, R.W., Calkins, C.R., and Quint, L.N. 1987. Comparative
evaluation of whey protein concentrate, soy protein isolate and calciumreduced nonfat dry milk as binders in an emulsion-type sausage. J.
Food Sci. 52(5): 1155-1158.
Hcogenkamp, H.W. 1986. Making better poultry rolls and bologna . Meat
Industry 32(6): 89.
Hcogenkamp, H.W. 1989. Milk Protein . In The Complete Guide to Meat,
Poultry and Seafood. OMV Campina, bv. Veghel, The Netherlands.
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Lin, S.W. and Chen, T.C. 1989. Yields, color and compositions of washed,
kneaded and heated mechanically deboned poultry meat. J. Food Sci.
54(3): 561-563.
Pool, M.F., 1956. Why does some cooked turkey turn pink? Turkey World
(Jan.): 68-74.
Rongey, E.H. and Bratzler, L.J. 1966. The effects of various binders and
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PART 1.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

5

HISTORY OF MILK SOLIDS IN MEAT PRODUCTS
Reformed

meat

products

are made

with

numerous

nonmeat

ingredients. Phosphates and nonmeat proteins are examples of items added
to improve yield, flavor, texture, appearance, and nutritional value. Milk solids
have been used in meat products with varying success for the previously
mentioned attributes. Examples of products that have incorporated milk solids
into their formulations are various types of sausages, frankfurters, reformed
roasts, poultry nuggets, and reformed hams. Meat processors continually look
for new additives or procedures to make the most acceptable and cost efficient
products possible.

However, if these products do not meet consumer

demands, their production life will be short-lived.

Products are evaluated by

consumers for taste, appearance, and price. If products lack attributes that
consumers are looking for, the product will lose its shelf space and be
replaced with other items.
Thompson (1984) reported that poultry franks, hams, and luncheon
meats, the main reformed products for dark meat, had evidently reached the
limit of market share.

However, demand continues to grow for white meat

products such as patties, nuggets, and poultry steaks. As more white meat is
made available by increased production, it creates an excess of dark meat.
Since poultry produce both light and dark meat, the industry needs to find
ways of better utilizing the dark meat, or whitening the dark meat. Thompson
(1984) reported one way of whitening dark meat would be by washing the
meat pigments from the muscle as is done in surimi production. Grinding and
washing of the poultry muscle with phosphate-buffered

water does have
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disadvantages, including loss of some protein, iron, and greatly altered meat
texture.

Total extraction of the myoglobin is not necessary.

Washing is

usually accomplished using two or three buffer changes. Washing to lighten
poultry meat is not currently done commercially, however, in part because of
adverse flavors from residual phosphates left in the meat, poor texture of the
washed product, and the fact that washing procedures for poultry meat have
not been approved by the USDA. As a result, researchers have looked for
other ways to whiten poultry meat (Andres, 1986; van den Hoven, 1987; Mittal
and Usborne, 1985; Smick and Geist, 1988; Hoogenkamp, 1989).
Milk has been used in the production of meat products for centuries
without knowing the functional reasons.

Today milk solids have been

promoted as enhancing both the functional and sensory characteristics of
processed meat products . The benefits reported include increased emulsion
stability, increased water-holding capacity, increased cohesion between meat
particles, and color whitening (lightening) in various products (Andres, 1986;
Hoogenkamp, 1989).
Meat emulsions consist basically of protein (sarcoplasm, myofibrils, and
connective tissue), fatty tissue, added water, salt, phosphate, spices, and
some minor ingredients.

If the water and fat have not formed a stable

emulsion before thermal processing, problems will occur such as decreased
yield, fatting out (loss of the fat from the protein matrix), poor binding of meat
particles, and unacceptable appearance of the product.

The myofibrillar

proteins (actin, myosin, and actomyosin) are generally recognized as the
major emulsifying proteins in meat products. These proteins are extracted by
salt during processing and unfold, reforming hydrophobic and hydrophilic
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(stabilizing) bonds with the fat and water, making the products stable (Mittal
and Usborne, 1985; van den Hoven, 1987). If extraction of these proteins is
poor or if the proteins remain in a native form, the product may not be stable
during cooking.

As reported by van den Hoven (1987), milk solids are less

effective than the myofibril proteins but more effective than the sarcoplasmic
proteins

or connective

tissue in emulsifying

fat.

Milk solids may be

successfully added to comm inuted meat as pre-emulsions, jellies ( 10-15%
milk solids dispersed in water in a bowl chopper or colloid mill), or dry milk
solids (van den Hoven, 1987). Hoogenkamp (1989) reported that the best
way to incorporate milk solids into meat blocks is in the form of dry powders
added during tumbling or massaging.

Another possible way to get the milk

solids into the meat block is to inject it as a brine. Both van den Hoven (1987)
and Hoogenkamp (1989) reported that the higher levels of protein in the
product, due to addition of milk solids, increased water-holding

capacity

(WHC) and bind after cooking.
Binding abilities of various proteins were evaluated by Siegel et al.
(1979). The proteins investigated by this team were wheat gluten, egg white,
corn gluten, calcium-reduced dried skim milk, bovine blood serum, isolated
soy protein, and sodium caseinate. The binding abilities of the proteins were
evaluated

in the presence of 8% salt and 2% sodium tripolyphosphate.

Sodium caseinate was ranked lowest on bind of all the proteins evaluated.
Calcium-reduced

skim milk ranked in the middle of all the proteins.

The

researchers tested the structures of gels formed with the experimental proteins
and crude myosin.

They concluded that a three-dimensional

protein did not necessarily develop good bind.

network of

They suggested that good
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bind strength was dependent on the types of molecular interactions for gel
integrity.
Torgersen and Toledo (1977) reported that the increased WHC and
bind in cooked meats after adding protein depends on the type of available
protein (water soluble vs. salt soluble). Their study compared the effects of
whey protein concentrate (WPC), peanut flour, single cell protein (SCP), and
low temperature extracted chicken meat protein on WHC and bind when these
proteins were added to luncheon loaf made of lean pork and pork back fat.
Their results showed that luncheon loaf made with chicken meat extract had
the least water and fat loss followed by SCP, peanut flour, and WPC. They
concluded that the higher the water soluble protein level of the added protein
the lower the WHC and bind. However, the study did not compare products
containing
proteins.

added proteins with similar control products without added
Instead, standard pork luncheon loaves were the controls.

The

study was designed to test the specific differences of WHC and bind of various
proteins, compared to the standard pork product. Rongey and Bratzler (1966)
evaluated the effects of added products at levels of 3.5, 10, 15, and 20%, of
NFDM, soya grits, low and high-fat meats, low-binding meat (pork heart), and
phosphates had on the product characteristics of bologna. They found that
NFDM at 3.5% increased the yield of the product significantly over the control.
They also reported that NFDM at 3.5 and 10% levels had the maximum bind
strength

as did products

with added phosphates.

When the added

percentage of NFDM went above the 10% level, the product bind strength was
reduced.

This was also true of the pork heart.

The low-fat formulations

produced products that were inferior to the control due to increased redness,

9

less cooked yield, and significantly decreased juiciness.

When the products

were evaluated for flavor preference, the all-meat control, 3.5, NFDM, and
10% NFDM products all scored the same. The soya grits at 10% increased
the yield. However, the product had a yellow hue due to the color of the grits.
Ensor et al. (1987) evaluated WPC at levels of 0, 1.75, 2.0, and 3.5%,
soy protein isolate (SPI; 2%) , and calcium-reduced nonfat dry milk (RNFDM;
3.5%) on their ability to form a stable emulsion in knackwurst, an emulsiontype product which used lean pork and beef.

Emulsion stability was

evaluated by measuring loss of protein and fat. They reported that the protein
and fat losses were significantly reduced in meat batter containing 3.5%
RNFDM compared with controls, with protein losses of .02 and .33 mU34 g
and fat losses of .01 and .38 mU34 g, respectively.

When the 2% level of

WPC was compared to the 2% level of SPI, the milk protein treatment retained
significantly more fat and protein in the cooked product. Schmidt et al. (1984)
reported that WPC did not possess the ability to be an active emulsifier
because of the uniform distribution
regions.

of the hydrophobic

and hydrophilic

These researchers also reported that the caseinates made better

emulsifiers due to balanced hydrophobic and hydrophilic ends.
Limited information is available about how milk solids perform in low fat
nonemulsified products. Smick and Geist (1988) studied NFDM, milk protein
hydrolysate (MPH), and WPC in whole muscle turkey breasts (30 and 35%
pumped levels) as well as in chunked and formed products. They reported
that nonfat dry milk solids significantly increased cooked yields (4.28%) in
injected

whole muscle pieces over control pieces.

Cooked yields of

chunked/formed products formulated with NFDM also increased an average of

10
3. 76%

over the control

incorporation

products.

Several

studies

concluded

that

of milk solids into meat products increased cooked yields

significantly over products made without milk solids (Bawa et al., 1988; Morr,
1979b; Andres, 1986; Hoogenkamp, 1989; Rongey and Bratzler, 1966).

In

contrast, whey protein concentrate incorporation was associated with higher
fat and water loss on cooking of pork luncheon loaf, compared to other tested
proteins (Torgersen and Toledo, 1977).
Some authors
incorporated

reported

in industry

magazines

that milk solids

into further processed products (especially poultry and fish)

caused the muscles to appear whiter or lighter (Andres, 1986; Hoogenkamp,
1989; Glaser, 1987). These articles were not peer reviewed. Hoogenkamp
(1989) reported that oven-roasted breast of turkey injected with milk solids or
caseinates (sodium or calcium) had improved yield and texture and appeared
to have a more uniform white color. Poultry products such as reformed roasts,
nuggets, pastrami, ham, and rolls made by incorporation of milk solids created
more desirable products than those made without milk solids. Hoogenkamp
(1989) recommended calcium caseinate addition to products containing both
the light and dark muscles of poultry because of the ability of calcium
caseinate to lighten the dark muscle. Andres (1986) suggested that formulas
containing milk solids could have some of the white meat replaced by dark
poultry meat and still maintain the aesthetic qualities desired by the consumer.
Glaser (1987) reported in Poultry Processing

magazine that milk protein

isolate increased the bind and lightened the color of restructured poultry
items. The functions of the milk solids in meat products were to improve the
bind of the meat , increase juiciness, improve mouthfeel, and whiten the
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product.

He also reported that the incorporation of milk solids in poultry

products that are made with less expensive cuts of meat will lighten the
muscle and improve the product significantly.

Others have also reported

similar improvements in color and texture (van den Hoven, 1987; Mittal and
Usborne, 1985).

Andres (1986) reported that the phenomenon of muscle

whitening due to milk solids was not understood and more research was
needed.
Causes of color variation
Researchers for years have been looking at meat color and the
compounds and factors that affect the intensity of meat color. Their findings
may shed light on how milk solids are able to whiten or lighten meat muscle.
Trout (1989) reported that various concentrations of sodium tripolyphosphate
or sodium chloride or a combination of both affected the intensity of color in
cooked beef, pork , and turkey.

He attributed the color changes in cooked

meat to the amount of myoglobin denatured during cooking.

He found that

cooked meats containing higher concentrations of salt or phosphate had a
higher percentage of denatured myoglobin after cooking . Trout ( 1989) also
reported that pH of raw meat had a definite effect on the bind and color of the
cooked product.

He found that at higher pH values less myoglobin was

denatured during cooking, resulting in red or pink appearance of the cooked
product. Cornforth (1989) reported that the state of the myoglobin (reduced,
oxidized, denatured,

or undenatured)

determined

the appearance

of a

product. He reported that method of cooking (smoking, dry-heat, and gas-fired
vs. electric ovens) can significantly impact cooked meat color. Walstra and
Jenness (1984) reported that milk appears white due to the light scattering
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caused by the casein micelles and fat globules of milk.
needed to determine

if the light-scattering

properties

Further work is

of milk solids are

responsible for their reported ability to lighten cooked poultry products.

Milk protein functionality
The ability of milk solids to increase cooked yield and bind strength
depends
processing

on the type of meat product and also upon the milk protein
procedures.

electrodialysis,

Protein

ion exchange,

concentration

gel filtration,

procedures

metaphosphate

such

as

complexing,

reverse osmosis, and ultrafiltration influence milk protein functionality.

The

method of drying can also influence the functionality of the proteins. Casella
( 1 983) reported that the preparation

of protein

by electrodialysis,

exchange, gel filtration , ultrafiltration, and metaphosphate

ion

complexing can

vary the chemical composition, nutritional quality, and functionality.

Swartz

(1983) reported

protein

that processing

variables

resulted

in different

functionality in WPC and indicated that testing of a particular type should be
done prior to its use in meat products. Functionality of proteins also depends
on pH. Solubility of a protein is an important functional quality. pH level and
salt content affect protein solubility. At lower pH levels (<5 .0) or at higher pH
levels (>6.8) protein solubility usually increases.

Proteins close to their

isoelectric point are less water soluble. Off-flavors may occur at the higher pH
levels due to the reaction of alkali with residual lipids (Casella, 1983; Morr,
1979a).
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Whey protein concentrate
Whey is a by-product of the cheese and casein industries. Only 20% of
the 60 billion pounds of whey produced annually in the U. S. is processed into
whey products used for human consumption (Casella, 1983). Whey proteins
represent approximately 20% of the total protein found in milk (Morr, 1979a).
Whey protein concentrate can be produced from either sweet whey or acid
whey . Sweet whey is a by-product of natural cheese production. Acid whey is
a by-product of cottage cheese and casein production. When whey protein is
concentrated, the processing method will affect the functionality of the finished
product.

Whey protein is a globular, strongly folded, organized protein as a

result of the many disulfide bonds (van den Hoven , 1987). Whey protein also
contains many hydrophobic regions more evenly distributed in the protein
than the caseinates (Schmidt et al., 1984).

Whey protein concentrate is

produced by use of one or a combination of methods (membrane fractionation
or precipitation). The ionic composition of WPC is a function of the particular
whey source . The apparent methods of choice for concentration commercially
are membrane techniques (primarily ultrafiltration

and reverse osmosis).

When higher protein pur ity is desired, the method of precipitation or complex
formation with ionic salts is used (Schmidt et al., 1984).
The effects of processing on the whey proteins start at the cheese
making vat.

Sweet whey has relatively high concentration of peptides and

amino acids due to proteolysis by rennet before concentration (Schmidt et al.,
1984). The rennet enzyme may be carried through the concentration process
and cause off-flavors in products to which the WPC is added unless it is
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inactivated. Whey proteins most susceptible to proteolytic attack by rennet are
bovine serum albumin and immunoglobulins (Smick and Geist, 1988).
Heat treatment (spray drying, cooking, or evaporation) of WPC can
either increase or decrease its functionality.

Schmidt et al. (1984) reported

that moderate heat treatment (60-70 °C) in the production of WPC caused the
protein to denature, increasing the functionality (fat and water binding ability)
of the product.
balanced

This increase in functionality of the protein is due to the

proportions

of hydroph ilic and hydrophobic

groups

on the

denatured whey proteins. When these portions are exposed, they are able to
interact with both fat and water, forming a stable emulsion. However, if higher
temperatures were used, depending on the composition of the whey, protein
aggregation would occur (Schmidt and Morris, 1984), and the resultant WPC
had poor solubility . When WPC is made commercially, care must be taken to
prevent denaturing the proteins any more than necessary (Morr, 1979b ). The
composition of whey will alter the heat effects on the proteins. Schmidt et al.
(1984) reported that the factors influencing the degree of heat denaturation of
proteins are total solids, pH, lactose concentration, and mineral components.
When total solids and lactose concentration

increase, the level of heat

denatured proteins decrease. Calcium concentration is the single most critical
mineral in heat denaturation of proteins. Increasing the calcium concentration
in cheese milk will increase the calcium in the whey. This will increase the
heat-induced aggregation of proteins.
Precipitation

procedures,

heating skim milk, and either directly or

acidifying the solution to a pH < 5.2, produce insoluble precipitates.

These

precipitates are better used in products where solubility of the proteins is not
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required such as in breakfast cereals, snacks, and pastas (Morr, 1979a;
Schmidt et al., 1984).
Microbial load in whey is of increasing concern due to the problems of
fouling of the filtration membranes and possible proteolytic activity of some
bacteria . The storage of whey before processing may allow the growth and
proteolytic breakdown of protein by contaminating

bacteria or by certain

starter cultures. When bacteria are allowed to grow before concentration of
the whey, the possibility
increases.

of their becoming trapped in the membranes

Without proper cleaning of filtration membranes the bacteria are

allowed contact with further product and will initiate undesirable proteolysis.
Also, the bacteria or their proteolytic enzymes might be carried into products to
which the WPC is added (Schmidt et al., 1984).

Factors affecting the functionality
of casein and NFDM
Casein makes up approximately 80% of the total proteins in milk .
Calcium casein ate (CC) contains 88 to 95% protein with less than 1% lactose ,
4% mineral, and 5% or less water (Wagner, 1990). Caseins are unique food
proteins due to their structure and physicochemical properties . They are
phosphoproteins with the phosphate esters covalently bonded to serine and
threonine.

Their high concentration of praline and hydrophobic amino acid

side chains predominate

in very discrete regions.

They have minimal

structural dependence on disulfide bonding (Schmidt et al., 1984; Morr, 1985).
Caseinates are made from skim milk by lowering the pH to the isoelectric point
and allowing the caseins to precipitate out.

The casein is washed and

redissolved in alkali solutions (NaOH, KOH, Ca(OH)2) after which the solution
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is spray-dried forming a casein salt (Walstra and Jenness, 1984). Caseinate
proteins have had the broadest acceptance in the meat industry of all the milk
solids . Their acceptance is due to the structure of the protein. Caseinates are
amphiphilic proteins containing numerous electrical charges which stiumlate
(or promote, foster) their solubility in water (van den Hoven, 1987; Morr, 1985).
However, caseinates also have protein denaturation problems resulting from
high temperature processing (pasteurization or drying). When the caseins are
denatured sufficiently, they will aggregate, causing their water solubility to
decrease.

The heating process also causes the conversion of the soluble

ca++ and Mg++ salts to colloidal phosphate advancing the aggregation of the
proteins (Morr, 1985).
properties.

Caseins also cause problems due to their ionic

Morr (1985) reported that added calcium can interfere with the

binding of the caseins to other proteins in some systems.
concentration

will affect the functionality

High protein

of caseinate by increasing the

caseinate denaturation (Morr, 1985).
NFDM is reported to be comprised of 35 to 40% protein, 50 to 60%
lactose, various minerals, and water (Walstra and Jenness, 1984). Similar to
the other milk solids, NFDM is also sensitive to changes in pH, ionic strength,
heat processing, and concentration . Changes in any of these characteristics
will have the same effect on the products as they would in the WPC or CC.

Functionality

of lactose

Since lactose is a major constituent
significantly

contribute

of NFDM and WPC, it may

to the overall functionality

of these milk solids .

Carbohydrates are known for their ability to form hydrogen bonds with water,
other polar molecules, and among themselves.

They are able to donate
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weakly acidic protons of their hydroxyl groups to nucleophiles and accept
protons at their electronegative oxygen atoms. Lactose is able to entrap more
polar molecules than monosaccharides (Fennema, 1976; Zadow, 1984). In
meat products lactose is used to increase the total solids content of a brine,
thus increasing the ionic strength. Lactose is also effective in masking strong
salt, phosphate , and bitter after-tastes.

Lactose is a reducing sugar which

helps in stabilizing the products to to prevent (Zadow, 1984; van den Hoven,
1987). Other functions of carbohydrates are enhancing flavor in products,
a::lding increased sweetness, and increasing the browning of baked goods
(Fennema, 1976).
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PART 2.

SENSORY PANEL EVALUATION

OF TURKEY ROLLS

MADE WITH MILK SOLIDS
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INTRODUCTION

Poultry products have increased in demand in the last few years as
consumers have changed their eating habits toward lower fat meat products.
Thompson (1984) reported that the demand for dark meat from poultry had
evidently reached market saturation.
steadily growing.

However, the white meat demand was

This situation may leave the poultry industry with an

overabundance of edible material. Dark meat has useful properties, including
high moisture retention, and it has more flavor than white meat. However, its
dark color and toughness are disadvantages (Lawrie, 1990).
Milk solids have been reported to whiten breast meat and lighten the
color of other meat muscles (Andres, 1986; van den Hoven, 1987; Mittal and
Usborne, 1985; Hoogenkamp, 1989) . The present research was undertaken
to evaluate whether dark meat with the addition of milk solids would produce a
product as acceptable to the consumer as all-white turkey rolls.
MATERIALS
Product

AND METHODS

preparation

Turkey

rolls were made · with skinless

turkey

breast fillets

and

skinless/boneless thigh meat with appropriate amounts of ice, salt, and milk
protein. Two different ratios of light-to-dark meat were used for comparison:
90: 1O and 70:30.

Three different

types of milk solids were used for

comparison with a control without milk solids. The three milk solids used were
nonfat dry milk (low heat NFDM, Dairymans Co-op, Tulare, CA), whey protein
concentrate (WPC, Richfield Protein, Richfield, ID), and calcium caseinate
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(Type R, OMV Campina Inc., Stone Mountain, GA). The study was repeated
three times. Milk proteins were used at a 3% level. This level was selected
based on a report by Smick and Geist (1988) indicating that at this level of
milk protein, turkey breast and chunked-formed

rolls had very acceptable

appearance, bind, flavor, and yield.
All products contained approximately 2 kg of ground turkey meat which
was ground through a 0.95 cm plate (3/8 inches). Ground meat was either all
thigh meat for the 70:30 product, or a mixture of ground breast fillet (1.3 kg)
and thigh meat (0.7 kg) for the 90:10 product (Table 1). The milk solids did not
replace any item in the meat products, nor were they replaced by any item in
control products. Each product also contained approximately 4. 7 kg of cubed
turkey breast fillets (Table 1).
diameter.

The cubes were approximately 2.5 cm in

All percentages of nonmeat ingredients were calculated based on

the meat block weight.

The dry ingredients (salt and milk protein) were

weighed and mixed together to facilitate more uniform distribution in the meat
block. Additional water was added in the form of ice. This was done to help
maintain a low temperature in the tumbler.

The tumbler was loaded by first

placing meat in the bottom, then layering ice on top of the meat.

Dry

ingredients were added last.
Massaging of the muscle
Products
(Roscherwerke

were tumbled

using

a Roschermatic

GMBH, Osnabruck, West Germany).

TU-120

tumbler

Each product was

tumbled for a total of 1 hr, with a cycle of 10 min tumbling, 3 min rest. A
vacuum

(-0.7 bar) was used during tumbling.

Products were stored in a
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Table 1-Formulation of turkey rolls
BREAST:THIGH MEAT RATIO
90:10
200

INGREDIENTS (g)
Milk solids

70:30
200

67

67

Boneless-skinless
turkey thighs (ground)

700

2000

Cubed turkey
breast fillets

4700

4700

Ground turkey
breast fillets

1300

Ice

800

800

Total

7767

7767

Salt

cooler at 2° C for 2 to 8 hr before vacuum stuffing (Robot 500, Robert Reiser
Inc., Canton, MA).

Turkey rolls were stuffed into 10 cm diameter, water-

impermeable casing.

Products were processed in a Vortron oven (model

TR2-17000, Vortron Inc., Beloit, WI) at 82° C, to an internal temperature of 74°
C, then stored at 2° C until evaluated. Cooking time was approximately 5 hr.

Hunter color measurements
The Hunter Lab Digital Color Difference
Associates

Laboratory,

Meter (D25D2A, Hunter

Inc., Reston, VA) was used to evaluate

color

differences in the turkey roll samples. The instrument was standardized with
the cream-colored plate C2-2785 (L =78.2, a =-2.3, b =21.5), where lightness
O = black, lightness 100

= white,

a = redness, and b = yellowness intensity
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values.

This plate was used since its color closely resembled the color of

cooked turkey rolls. From each treatment, two turkey slices (1.2 cm thick, 10
cm diameter) were used. Slices were placed on a clean glass plate during
evaluation. Hunter color determination was done on both sides of each slice
to obtain a mean value per trial. Samples were evaluated within 10 min of
slicing.

Expressible

juice

Expressible

juice from the turkey

rolls was evaluated

using a

succulometer (model CR-1, Food Technology Corp., Bridge Co., Chicago, IL.).
Turkey meat (100 g) was placed in the sample holder and compressed under
1000 psi for 5 min .

Juices were collected in a graduated cylinder and

expressed as ml of pressed juice per 100 g meat.

Yield
Yield on meat samples was calculated by dividing the final weight after
draining juices by the packaged precooked weight. The juices were drained
as soon as the product could be handled (20 to 30 min after cooking).

Panelist

training

Potential panelists were asked to participate in training sessions during
which they evaluated

three samples.

Initially, they evaluated the samples

according to the seven characteristics outlined in Figure 1 with no
discussion

on ratings.

prior

This was followed by a group discussion where

standards for flavor, texture, color intensity, color uniformity, cohesiveness,
juiciness,

and overall acceptability

were established.

Although

not all
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numbers from 1 to 7 were defined, panelists were instructed to use the full
range.

Selection

of panelists

Potential

panelists were then asked to evaluate another

seven

samples, containing three sets of duplicates. Trained panelists were selected
based on their consistency in evaluating and picking duplicate samples.
Twenty-one panelists were selected for sensory evaluation of the turkey
products used in this study. The trained panelists were required to attend all
sessions in order to evaluate all samples.

Six sessions were conducted in

order to accommodate all evaluations of treatments and replications.

Procedure for panel evaluation
All panel sessions were conducted at the Utah State University sensory
laboratory.

The laboratory consists of a full kitchen where samples were

readied for participant evaluation. Participants evaluated the products in eight
individual partitioned booths under standard fluorescent lights.

Each booth

was furnished with napkins, pencils, pitcher with water, cups, evaluation
instruction sheet, and evaluation form (Figure 1).
The turkey samples were cut from a 10 cm diameter roll .

Samples

presented to the panelists were half-slices (0.6 cm thick) from each treatment
evaluated during a session. Samples were served at ambient temperatures.
Samples were coded and presented on a partitioned plate.

The order of

sample evaluation was balanced as near as possible among judges to avoid
any potential position bias.
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Color Intensity

Color Uniformity

7 - light

7 - uniform in color

65 - slightly dark
43 - moderately dark

65 - slightly spotty

43 - moderately spotty

21 - extremely dark

21 - very spotty

Bind or Cohesiveness

Toughness/Tenderness

7 - strong bind
65 - moderate bind

7 - very tender
65 - slightly tough

43 - slight bind
21 - weak or no bind

43 - moderately tough
21 - very tough

Roasted Turkey Flavor

Juiciness

7 - very flavorful

7 - very juicy

6-

6-

5 - moderately flavorful
43 - slightly flavorful
21 - flavorless

5 - moderately juicy

43 - slightly juicy
21 - dry

Overall Acceptability
7 - very acceptable

65 - moderately acceptable
43 - slightly acceptable
21 - unacceptable

If you have any questions lift the window and ask.
Thank you for your participation!

Fig. 1-Description of anchor points and information for sensory evaluation of
turkey rolls.
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Statistical

analysis

Panelists (21) were only able to evaluate up to six samples at one time.
Th"s study, however, contained ten treatments. The study was a randomized
blcck design, with replications being represented by days.

Two incomplete

blocks were run per day (AM and PM), accommodating the ability of a panelist
to evaluate without developing taste fatigue. Planned confounding was used
in :he blocks to facilitate analysis, decreasing by one the degrees of freedom
av1ilable for planned comparisons.

Each block consisted of five treatment

sanples. Treatments consisted of two ratios of light-to-dark meat (90: 10 and
70 30) and four treatments (no milk protein, NFDM, WPC, and CC) giving a 2 x
4 f3ctorial. To facilitate confounding, the 2 x 4 factorial was redefined as a 2 x
2 x 2 factorial using the concept of pseudo factors. Pseudo factors that were
co1founded were rep 1 pseudo factor AB; rep 2 pseudo factor AC; and rep 3
ps~udo factor ABC. Confounding of these pseudo factors resulted in par1ial
c01founding of the true AB interaction. One control was added to each block
for reference purposes (hence, two controls).

The two controls were made

fron 100% breast meat.
The sum of squares for treatments, with 9 degrees of freedom, was
paiitioned to test for differences between overall controls and treatments,
beween overall controls (AM vs. PM white control), and the differences
arrong the treatments (true 2 x 4 factorial).

After finding no differences

beween AM vs. PM blocks, the incomplete block configuration was ignored in
thEfinal analysis. The judges' analyses in this study were treated as a subplot
tre3.tmentin a split plot analysis of variance.
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RESULTS

Panel evaluation of turkey rolls
containing various milk solids
Attributes examined in this study were color intensity (whitening or
lightening), color uniformity, cohesiveness, flavor (roasted turkey flavor),
toughness-tenderness, juiciness, and overall acceptability.
Turkey rolls made with 3% whey protein concentrate (WPC) or nonfat
dry milk (NFDM) were not different

from controls

when evaluated

for

whiteness . However, turkey rolls that contained 3% calcium caseinate (CC)
appeared significantly darker than the other rolls (Figure 2; Table 2).
Color uniformity was difficult to evaluate.

Uniform distribution of the

light and dark meat was required for high scores of this characterist ic.
Panelists could not detect sign ificant differences between the control and
WPC or NFDM products. Rolls made with CC were rated less uniform in color
than with other treatments (Figure 3; Table 2).
Cohesiveness

is a very important attribute

in restructured

meat

products . Milk proteins had significant effects on cohesiveness of turkey rolls.
Rolls made with NFDM, WPC, and the controls had significantly more binding
and cohesiveness than rolls made with CC (Figure 4; Table 2).
Incorporation of NFDM or WPC into turkey rolls enhanced roasted turkey
flavor (Figure 5; Table 2). WPC caused no off-flavors in the turkey rolls (Figure
6; Table 2).

However, significant problems with flavor were encountered

when CC was added to the turkey products . No differences were observed
among milk solids treatments for tenderness and juiciness.
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However, there was a significant decrease in tenderness in turkey rolls
when 30% dark meat was incorporated into the products (Figure 6; Table 3).
Milk proteins added to meat products significantly increased the cooked yield
of restructured rolls (Figure 7; Table 2). Rolls containing NFDM were rated
significantly higher than control or CC rolls for overall acceptability (Figure 8;
Table 2).

Rolls containing WPC also rated higher than CC for overall

acceptability.

Table 2-Summary of sensory means grouped by milk solids

NoMsb
NFDM
WPC

cc

4.78
4.60
4.70
4.28

4.44
4.23
4.44
3.60

5.10
5.41
5.37
4.62

5.17
5.64
5.10
3.75

5.75
5.75
5.73
5.73

5.02
5.34
5.25
4.19

a Cl= Color Intensity; CU= Color Uniformity; RTF= Roasted Turkey Flavor;

CH = Cohesivness; TI= Toughness!Tenderness; OA = Overall
Acceptability.
b NoMs = no milk solids added to treatments; NFDM - nonfat dry milk; WPC =

whey protein concentrate; CC = calcium caseinate.
Table 3-Summary of sensory means groupd by % meat content

9011ob
70/30

5.30
3.88

5.03
3.32

5.00
5.25

4.97
4.85

5.90
5.55

5.25
4.66

a Cl= Color Intensity; CU= Color Uniformity; RTF= Roasted Turkey Flavor;

CH = Cohesivness; TT= Toughness!Tenderness; OA = Overall
Acceptability .
b Ratio of breast fillet to thigh meat.
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5
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Added milk solid
Fig. 2-Panel evaluations of color intensity of turkey rolls formulated
with 3% milk solids. Error bars represent LSD values; LSD= 0.325 for
NoMS 100% breast meat; LSD= 0.460 for all other treatments. NoMS=
no milk solids added; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC= whey protein
concentrate; CC= calcium caseinate.
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Fig. 3-Panel evaluations of color uniformity of turkey rolls formulated with
3% milk solids. Error bars represent LSD values; LSD= 0.319 for NoMS
100% breast meat; LSD= 0.451 for all other treatments. NoMS= no milk
solids added; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC= whey protein concentrate;
CC= calcium caseinate.
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Added milk solid
Fig. 4-Panel evaluations of cohesiveness of turkey rolls formulated
with 3% milk solids. Error bars represent LSD values; LSD= 0.827 for
NoMS 100% breast meat; LSD= 1.169 for all other treatments. NoMS=
no milk solids added; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC= whey protein
concentrate; CC= calcium caseinate.
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Fig. 5-Panel evaluations of roasted turkey flavor of turkey rolls
formulated with 3% milk solids. Error bars represent LSD values; LSD=
0.262 for No MS 100% breast meat; LSD= 0.371 for all other treatments.
NoMS= no milk solids added; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC= whey
protein concentrate; CC= calcium caseinate .
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Fig. 6-Panel evaluations of toughness/tenderness of turkey rolls
formulated with 3% milk solids. Error bars represent LSD values; LSD=
0.395 for NoMS 100% breast meat; LSD= 0.559 for all other treatments.
NoMS= no milk solids added; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC= whey
protein concentrate; CC= calcium caseinate.
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Instrumental

analysis

Mean expressible juice values were not significantly different among
treatments (Table 4).

There were also no significant differences observed

among treatments for Hunter color lightness, redness, or yellowness values
(Table 4).

Table 4-Mean values for expressible juice and Hunter lightness, redness,
and yellowness of turkey rolls formulated with 3% whey protein concentrate
(WPC), nonfat dry milk (NFDM), or calcium caseinate (CC)
Mean
Expressible
Juicea
(ml)

L

Mean
Hunter
Valuesb
a

b

Control

7 .6

67.8

-2.55

12.4

NFDM

5.9

67.8

-2.42

12.5

WPC

6.3

67.7

-2.85

12.9

Casein

6.1

66.7

-2.85

12.4

Treatment

a Mean of 3 trials. Values for each trial were determined on one 100 gram
sample per treatment. No significant differences were observed among
treatments.
b Mean of 3 trials. Values for each trial were determined on 2 slices from one
roll. No significant differences were observed among treatments.

DISCUSSION
Milk proteins have been promoted as agents to enhance the
functional and sensory characteristics

of processed meat products.

The

benefits reported include increased emulsion stability, water-holding capacity,
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Added milk solid
Fig. 7-Yield values of turkey rolls formulated with 3% milk solids. LSD=
2.28 for all treatments. NoMS= no milk solids added; NFDM= nonfat dry
milk; WPC= whey protein concentrate; CC= calcium caseinate.
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Fig. 8-Panel evaluations of overall acceptability of turkey rolls
formulated with 3% milk solids. Error bars represent LSD values; LSD=
0.318 for NoMS 100% breast meat; LSD= 0.449 for all other treatments.
NoMS= no milk solids added; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC= whey
protein concentrate; CC= calcium caseinate.
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bind between meat pieces, yield, and lighter/whiter color of cooked poultry
products (Andres, 1986; Hoogenkamp, 1989).
The results of this study regarding the whitening capabilities of milk
solids disagreed with reports by van den Hoven (1987), Hoogenkamp (1989),
Andres (1986), and Glaser (1987). The previously mentioned researchers
reported whitening in products ranging from non-reformed products such as
whole injected breasts to emulsified products.

No significant whitening of

turkey rolls containing NFDM, WPC, or CC was seen in this study. The results
for calcium caseinate indicated that this milk solid produced a darker cooked
turkey roll than the control.

Whitening may depend on product type.

Milk

solids may have more whitening effect in high-fat emulsified-type products
where the milk solids may aid in emulsification of fat droplets, or other casein
preparations may be effective. Low-fat restructured products would not have
the interaction between the fat and milk solids that would occur in an
emulsified product. Further research is needed to evaluate the possibility of
interaction of milk protein with fat globules and possible effect on cooked meat
color . Time between slicing and evaluation may also have an effect on the
whitening perceived in finished meat products.

However, previous cited

articles did not indicate that the whitening was an effect that changed over
time.
Milk solids used at recommended levels ranging from 0.8 to 3.5% are
reported to increase the yields of restructured meat products by as much as
5.7% (Smick and Geist, 1988; Casella , 1983; Swartz, 1983; Hoogenkamp,
1989; van den Hoven, 1987).
significant

Present research results also showed a

increase in yield of cooked products agreeing with previous
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reports. Addition of milk solids significantly increased the final cooked yield
compared to those having no milk solids added, as shown in Table 5. The
increased yields may be attributed to the addition of the milk proteins and
increased retention of fat or water. When proteins are heat processed, their
configuration changes and may open up to the surrounding environment.
This physical change increases their functionality

due to the balanced

proportions of hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups on the denatured whey
proteins. When these portions are exposed, they are able to interact with both
fat and water, thus increasing their retention (Schmidt and Morris, 1984).
Reported results of milk solids effects on flavor are varied . Smick and
Geist (1988) reported that products made with WPC had off-flavor and
appearance problems.

In this study, no off-flavors were noted on products

made with NFDM, but appearance evaluation scores were lower than the
control. Swartz (1983) reported that taste panels preferred the flavor of liver
sausage, semi-dry fermented sausages , and dry sausages made with WPC
compared to controls.

In this study, scores given to the treatments that

incorporated NFDM and WPC were comparable to Swartz's (1983) findings,
indicating that these products had no off-flavors and the products were
preferred above the control product.
WPC in restructured
acceptability.

Results also indicated that NFDM and

rolls surpassed

the other treatments

in overall

NFDM and WPC when added to products such as the ones

evaluated bring out the attributes of the meat.
Panelists evaluated all treatments for cohesiveness.

Reformed meat

products depend on the interactions between the proteins for holding the
pieces together.

If compounds interfere with these interactions, which the
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calcium product had, the finished product separates when sliced and looks
terrible.

This result supports the comments of Morr (1985) referring to the

problems products had that used calcium. The other products held together
well when sliced. The panelists considered the products made with NFDM or
WPC acceptable . These results support findings by Hoogenkamp (1989) , that
the addition

of milk solids into reformed meat products

increases the

cohesiveness .
Table 5-Least significant difference comparison of cooked yield for turkey
rolls.

90:1 oa
Yield(%)

70:3oa
Yield(%)

100% breastc
NMSd
NFDMe
WPC

cc

NA
86.77
89 .90
89 .73
90.70

NA
85.73
89.20
87.83
88.23

Ratio means

89 .28

87.75

Treatments

Treatment meansb
Yield(%)
86.69 be
86.25 c
89.55a
88 .78ab
89.47a

a Meat ratios of light breast to dark thigh meat.
b Means with different letter superscripts are significantly different at P < .05.

c 100% turkey breast fillet.
d No milk solids were added

e NFDM=nonfat dry milk and CC=calcium caseinate, WPC=whey protein
concentrate.
LSD value =2.28, n=6

CONCLUSIONS

Nonfat dry milk, whey protein concentrate, or calcium caseinate were
added to turkey rolls in an effort to evaluate their effect on cooked meat
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characteristics.

Two different

ratios of light to dark (90: 10 or 70:30

breast:thigh) meat were used. Three conclusions were drawn:
1)

The addition of milk solids to restructured

turkey rolls

significantly increased the cooked yield.
2)

Turkey rolls made with nonfat dry milk or whey protein
concentrate

were rated significantly

cohesiveness,

higher on flavor ,

and overall acceptability

than were rolls

made with calcium caseinate.
3)

Milk proteins used in this study had no whitening
lightening

effect on low fat restructured

turkey

or

rolls

containing 1O or 30% dark meat.
The benefits to the industry of using milk solids in turkey rolls include
increased yield, bind, and enhanced roasted turkey flavor. Incorporation of
10% thigh meat into turkey rolls resulted in a product of acceptable flavor
and appearance .
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PART 3.

AN INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING BIND STRENGTH

OF RESTRUCTURED

AND EMULSION-TYPE

MEAT PRODUCTS ,

1 Dobson , B. N., I. V. Moiseev, D. P. Cornforth, P. Savello, R. J. Wood , and R. Anderson 1993 .

J . Textural Studies 24:303-310. Reprinted with permission.
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ABSTRACT

A sensitive and inexpensive penetrometer

is described.

It

consisted of a mounted rod and polished steel ball that may be advanced
downward at variable speed through meat slices mounted on a plexiglas
cylinder. The slice + mounting cylinder was placed on a top-loading balance,
tared to zero, and centered under the penetrometer rod. Bind strength was
measured as the peak force (g) required for the steel ball advancing at 2.0
cm/min to penetrate the meat slice. Data points (grams force vs. time) were
collected and plotted using an IBM-compatible personal computer and printer.
Since the balance collected gram values continuously, a QuickBasic program
was developed, allowing the user to specify the time interval (1, 2, 5 sec, etc.)
between recorded values.

Bind strength of turkey rolls was increased by

finely chopping the emulsion vs. coarsely ground samples, and by inclusion
of3% nonfat dry milk. Whey protein concentrate (3%) increased bind strength
of finely chopped but not of coarsely ground rolls.
INTRODUCTION

Restructured meat products, including boneless ham, roast beef, and
poultry rolls, are a large and growing segment of the processed meat industry.
Typically, boneless meat pieces are massaged or tumbled at about 0°C with
salt-containing brines to facilitate meat protein extraction, thus enhancing
adhesion of the meat pieces after cooking (Siegel and Schmidt, 1979; Booren
et al., 1981; Coon et al., 1983). Product acceptability is largely dependent
upon the degree of bind developed among meat particles . Bind, texture, and
yield of cooked meat products are also influenced by phosphate (Siegel and
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Schmidt, 1979), soy proteins (Siegel et al., 1979; Ensor et al., 1987; Bater et
al., 1992), milk solids (Siegel et al., 1979; Ensor et al., 1987), and a number of
polysaccharides,

including alginate (Trout, 1989), carrageenan, and starch

(Bater et al., 1992) . Texture and cohesiveness may be evaluated by sensory
analysis or by instrumental

measurement

of bind strength.

A Universal

Testing Machine equipped with a penetrometer head has been recommended
for bind measurements on restructured meats (Field et al., 1984), but these
machines

are prohibitively

expensive

for many industrial

and university

laboratories . This study describes a sensitive and inexpensive penetrometer
that may be assembled from commercially

available components,

and its

application in the measurement of bind strength of turkey rolls formulated with
whey

protein

penetrometer
systems.

concentrate

(WPC)

or nonfat

dry milk

(NFDM) .

may have application for texture measurement

The

in other food

When equipped with a descending rod rather than a ball, this

instrument has been used to measure mechanical properties of whey protein
films (Mahmoud and Savello , 1992).
MATERIALS
Plexiglas

AND METHODS

cylinder for holding meat slices

Meat slices (1.5 cm thick, 10 cm diameter) were mounted on a plexiglas
cylinder as described by Field et al. (1984 ), with modifications.
larger cylinder to accommodate

We used a

the large diameter turkey roll slices and

placed the tapered needles holding the meat slice 4 mm, rather than 2 mm,
apart to minimize tearing between needles when the penetrometer ball was
advanced.

The cylinder

had an inside diameter of 75 mm, an outside
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diameter of 100 mm, and a height of 75 mm, and the circle formed by the
needles was 90 mm in diameter. Each needle protruded 12.5 mm above the
surface of the plexiglas cylinder and measured 1 mm at the base.

Penetrometer
Bind strength was measured as the peak force (g) required for a
polished steel ball advancing at 2.0 cm/min to penetrate a sliced meat sample .
The ball (high carbon chrome alloy grade 25, 19 mm diameter) was welded to
a rod (9 mm diameter x 75 mm long) and mounted to a standard 1/16 - 3/8" (21O mm) adjustable drill bit chuck (Fig. 9). The drill bit chuck was attached to
the center of an aluminum crossbar (2.5 x 10 x 51 cm). The crossbar was in
turn mounted on two precision-ground threaded shafts (1.27 x 40.6 cm, 5
threads/inch,

35.6 cm apart), using a right-handed,

standard-ground,

threaded-ball and screw assembly (Utah Bearing, Logan, UT). Both threaded
shafts were attached to the top and bottom plates of the penetrometer by 1.27
cm standard self-aligning pillow block bearings (Utah Bearing, Logan, UT).
The top of the right-side threaded shaft was connected directly to the drive
shaft of a DC step motor (Dayton Permanent Magnet DC Gear Motor, model
4Z723A, Dayton Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago, IL; distributed by
Granger Industrial and Commercial Equipment and Supplies, Salt Lake City,
UT). Sprockets (26 tooth) were welded near the top of both threaded shafts,
connected by a chain # RS 35 (Utah Bearing, Logan, UT), so that both
threaded shafts rotated at the same rate.

Uniform vertical motion was

facilitated by installation of stabilizer rods (1.27 x 43.2 cm polished steel) at
either end of the aluminum crossbar .
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10.
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12.
13.
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15.
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17.
18.
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number 50 on a 10 tooth
sprocket
Stabililizer
rod
Precision
ground
threaded
shaft
Standard
ball
bearing
housing
DC microcJTuueter
Standard
ground
threcd-ball
and screw assembly
(rig ht)
Drill
bit chuck attac~uent
Double pole toggle
switch
(up/do wn direction)
19 mm polished
steel
ball
welded
to a rod
Meat slice
12 cm X 1.5 cm
Aluminum mounting
bar (000 Kaiser
precision
plate)
Plexiglass
ring
for mounting
of meat slices
7.5 cm)
(OD 10 cm, ID 7.7 cm, height
Top loadi ng balance,
RS 232 serial
port,
capasity
6000
W x DX H = 18.5 X 21.5 X 5.5 cm
dimensions
Dayton SCR variable
speed control

Fig. 9-Schematic diagram of penetrometer.

g,
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The penetrometer rod and ball could be raised or advanced downward
at variable speed (0 - 2.0 cm/min.) by manually holding the toggle switch
(double-pole,

double-throw,

center-return

switch, Granger Industrial and

Commercial Equipment and Supplies, Salt Lake City, UT) in the up or down
position, respectively . Speed control was achieved by adjustment of a SCR
(speed control reduction) unit (model 5 x 412, Dayton Electric Manufacturing
Co., Chicago , IL), which converted AC to DC current and regulated DC current
flow to the step motor. An ammeter (0-10 micro amps DC, Dayton Electric
Manufacturing Co., Chicago, IL) was installed to monitor the step motor,
making it possible to advance the penetrometer at the same rate for each
sample. In order to generate DC current to the ammeter, the step motor was
linked to a 12-volt DC motor (Dayton model 2M 197, Dayton Electric
Manufacturing Co., Chicago, IL) by a 0.64 cm diameter flex-coupling rod.
The penetrometer was powered by standard 11O V connection to the
SCA speed control unit.

As mentioned previously, a DC motor linked to the

step motor served as a tachometer, generating DC current to the ammeter.
The bridge rectifier was included so that the ammeter read positively, whether
the penetrometer rod was advanced or withdrawn (Fig. 10). A copy of the
instrument wiring diagram (Fig. 9) and dimensions for the aluminum base,
cover, and mounting plates may be obtained upon request from D. P.
Cornforth, Department of Nutrition & Food Sciences, Utah State University,
Logan, UT 84322-8700.

BR
LR
M ......

SCR

R1
120 Volt
AC input

s
RZ
SCR

=

Dayton

speed

S
M

=
=

On-off
Dayton

reversing
DC drive

LR

=

Linkag e rod

T

= Dayton

BR

= 4 diod e bridge rectifier
= 340,000
Ohm resistor
= 5,000 Ohm resistor
= Microammet er , 10 Amp

Rl
R2
A

control

12 Volt

reduction

unit

switch type DPDT, center
motor, 90 Volt
DC motor

acting

off

as a tachometer

Fig. 10-Electrical wiring diagram of speed control for penetrometer.
~
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Meat formulation

and processing

Turkey rolls (2.8 kg per treatment) were formulated as shown in Table
6. Treatments contained breast meat (90%), thigh meat (10%), water and ice
(10%), internal or cluster fat {10%), salt (1%), and 3% nonfat dry milk (NFDM)
or whey protein concentrate (WPC). All percentages other than meat block
are expressed as percentage of total meat weight (breast and thigh meat
2.3 kg per treatment).

=

Control (C) rolls were formulated without milk solids.

Frozen meat obtained from a regional processor was tempered overnight,
then passed through a 2.5-cm plate before further processing. The possible
effects of meat particle size and degree of fat emulsification on bind were
evaluated by making turkey rolls from finely chopped meat emulsions (E) or
from coarsely ground meat (CG).
The E rolls were made by chopping meat with salt for 1.5 min in a
stainless steel bowl chopper (Koch Supplies, Inc., Kansas City, MO). The ice
and dry milk solids were added, and the mixture was chopped for 1 min . The
fat was then added, and chopping continued for 2 min. The CG rolls were
made by mixing meat thoroughly with other ingredients and bypassing the
mixture twice through a Hobart grinder (Koch Supplies, Inc.) with a 0.63-cm
plate. After chopping or grinding, ·products were stuffed with a manual stuffer
(Koch Supplies,

Inc.) into 10-cm diameter,

water impermeable

casings

(Cryovac Division, W. R. Grace, Simpsonville, SC). The rolls were then laid
on screens in the smokehouse (Model TR2-17000, Vortron, Inc., Beloit, WI)
and cooked (about 8 hr) to an internal temperature

of 74 °C, with the

smokehouse temperature set at 82°C, dampers closed, and relative humidity
set at 100%. Rolls were stored at 3°C for 4 days before slicing.
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Table 6-Formulation of turkey rolls
BREAST:THIGH MEAT RATIO
90:10

70:30

200

200

67

67

Boneless-skinless
turkey thighs (ground)

700

2000

Cubed turkey
breast fillets

4700

4700

Ground turkey
breast fillets

1300

Ice

800

800

Total

7767

7767

INGREDIENTS (g)
Milk solids
Salt

Chemical analysis and bind measurement
Cooked meat pH was measured after blending a 10-g sample with 90
ml deionized water for 1 min with a Polytron homogenizer

(Brinkmann

Instruments, Westbury, NY). The pH of filtered homogenates was measured
with a Fisher Model 61 OA pH meter (Fisher Scientific Products, Salt Lake City,
UT).

Fat content of cooked rolls was determined by standard procedures,

using petroleum ether as the solvent (AOAC, 1984).
For bind measurements, the cooked rolls were sliced (Berke! slicer,
Koch Supplies, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT) into 1.5 cm thick x 10 cm diameter
slices. The slices were mounted on the plexiglas cylinder, and the cylinder +
meat slice were then placed on a top loading balance (18.5 cm W x 21.5 cm L
x 5.5 cm H) with digital readout (Sartor:us PT 6, 6000 g capacity,

1 g
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readability, Baxter Scientific Products, Salt Lake City, UT).

The balance

programmable menu code settings were set to "Unstable Ambient Conditions
(code 43), and the data output parameter was set to "Automatic
Synchronous with Display Regardless of Stability" (code 83).

Output

The balance

output port was modified (Sartorius Interface Kit YOO 01 PT, Baxter Scientific
Products, Salt Lake City, UT) to accept a standard RS 232 cable for data
transmission to an IBM-compatible PC (CUI Advantage 386, CUI, Santa Clara,
CA).

The balance

with mounted meat slice was centered

under the

penetrometer rod. The rod was advanced until it was nearly in contact with
the meat slice, and the balance was then tared to zero. The penetrometer was
then turned to maximum speed (2.0 cm/min.), and force (g) was recorded with
time until the ball penetrated through the meat slice (1.5 - 2.0 min) . Initially, all
data points were collected using Terminal, the communications
that was included with
WA) .

application

Microsoft Windows 3. 1 (Microsoft Corp., Redmond,

Using the "paste" function,

investigators

transferred

values to a

spreadsheet (Microsoft Excel 4.0), then plotted. Continuous data transmission
generated 2.5 values per second, or about 400 data points per sample.

To

reduce the number of data points collected per run, a QuickBasic program
was developed.
upon request.
Notebook,

Copies of this program will be mailed to interested readers
Commercial software packages are also available (Lab Tech

National

Instruments,

Austin,

Instrument Corporation, Hightstown, NJ).

TX;

Mettler

Balance,

Mettler
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Statistical

analysis

Treatment groups were compared by one-way analysis of variance
(Anonymous,

1986) using the StatView TM 512+ statistical package on a

Macintosh SE computer (Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino, CA). Means were
separated by the least significant difference method.

RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSION

Cooked turkey rolls had a mean pH of 6.1 (range 6.09 to 6.16), a mean
fat content of 6.79% (range 6.30 to 7.18%), and there were no differences (P <
0.05) among treatments.

However , bind strength of turkey rolls was affected

by emulsion type (coarse or finely chopped) and by inclusion of milk solids in
the formulation (Table 6). All coarsely ground rolls had lower bind strength
than comparable finely chopped rolls (Table 7). For both coarse and finely
chopped rolls, the addition of NFDM increased bind strength (P < 0.05),
compared to control rolls (Table 7).

Addition of 3% WPC also increased bind

strength of finely chopped turkey rolls compared to controls. These results are
in agreement with Ensor et al. (1987), who reported that both WPC and NFDM
increased hardness and cohesiveness of knackwurst, compared to sausages
formulated without milk solids.
Representative plots of bind strength vs. time are shown in Figure 11.
The device was clearly able to differentiate samples based on the peak force
required to penetrate a meat slice. A double peak was observed on some
samples.

This effect was likely due to tearing of the sample from the

supporting needles as the rod advanced, causing a slight decline in force
registered on the balance and on the appearance of the first peak.

The
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appearance of the first peak might be prevented by using fewer needles in the
construction

of the supporting plexiglas cylinder or, perhaps, by using a

smaller diameter cylinder.

The decline in force registered after the second

peak was always associated with total penetration of the sample.

Table 7-Bind strength of turkey rollsa formulated with 3% whey protein
concentrate (WPC) or nonfat dry milk (NFDM)
Sample

Emulsion
Type

n

Bind Strengthb
(g)

Control
Control

Coarse
Fine

6
6

766
1, 151

WPC
WPC

Coarse
Fine

6
6

852
1,600

NFDM
NFDM

Coarse
Fine

6
6

1,091
1,754

a 90% white meat, 10% dark meat, 1% salt, 3% milk protein, stuffed in 1O cm
diameter casings, then cooked to 74° C.
b Peak force (g) for a 0.95 cm diameter rod moving at 2.0 cm/min. to penetrate
a 1.5 cm thick slice.
P < .05; LSD= 205.

The instrument used in this study required about 100 hours of labor for
assemble,

and cost $9,900 ($1,800 for penetrometer

parts, $4, 700 for

assembly, and $3,400 for top loading balance, PC, printer, and software),
compared to $50,000 or more for commercially available instruments capable
of making similar measurements.

In conclusion, the penetrometer coupled

with a top-loading balance and personal computer (PC) had the ability to
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rapidly (2 min./slice) and relatively inexpensively measure bind strength of
cooked meat products.

2000
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400
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200
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0
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Time
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Fig. 11-Representative plots of bind strength of restructured turkey rolls
formulated with 3% whey protein concentrate (WPC) or nonfat dry milk
(NFDM). Bind strength was measured as peak force (g) for a polished steel
ball advancing at 2.0 cm/min . to penetrate a 1.5 cm thick sliced meat sample.
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PART 4.

NONFAT

DRY MILK INHIBITS
TURKEY

PINK DISCOLORATION

ROLLS2

2 Dobson, B. N. and Cornforth, D.P., 1992. Poultry Sci. 71:1943-1946 . Reprinted with

permission.

IN
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ABSTRACT

Pink discoloration in turkey rolls was prevented by incorporating 3%
nonfat dry milk (NFDM) in the formulation. Coarsely ground, cooked turkey
rolls formulated with NFDM also had higher levels of undenatured myoglobin
than did controls.
denatured
inhibiting

Nonfat dry milk may inhibit formation of reduced heme-

globin pigments (globin hemochromes)
myoglobin

denaturation

or promoting

mechanism of inhibition of pink discoloration

in cooked meat by

heme oxidation.

The

by NFDM remains to be

determined.
INTRODUCTION

A pink discoloration is frequently observed on cut surfaces of cooked
turkey rolls and is often interpreted by consumers as an indication of
undercooking.

Nitrite contamination of meat or ingredients is seldom the

source of the problem. Hemochromes have been associated with pink color
of turkey rolls (Cornforth et al., 1986) and canned tuna (Brown and Tappe!,
1957).

Hemochromes may develop under anaerobic conditions from the

reaction of reduced heme and various nitrogenous groups, including amino
side chains of denatured proteins (Cornforth et al., 1986; Ahn and Maurer,
1990).

Potassium iodate, an oxidizing agent, inhibits pink discoloration in

cooked turkey meat (Cornforth et al., 1986), but it is not acceptable for
commercial use.
Milk solids, especially calcium caseinate, have been promoted for their
whitening

effect

in chicken

nuggets

formulated

with thigh

mechanically deboned chicken (van den Hoven, 1987).

meat or

Nonfat dried milk
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(NFDM) has been reported to lighten the color of bologna (Rongey and
Bratzler, 1966).
poultry products.

Milk solids may also alleviate pink discoloration in other
This study determined whether two dried milk solids

products, NFDM and whey protein concentrate (WPC), affected the incidence
of pink discoloration in turkey rolls.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Formulation and processing
Turkey rolls (2.8 kg per treatment) were formulated to contain breast
meat (90%), thigh meat (10%), water and ice (10%), internal or cluster fat
(10%), salt (1%), and NFDM or WPC (3%). All percentages were based on
the total meat weight (breast and thigh meat = 2.3 kg per treatment). Control
(C) rolls were formulated without milk solids. Frozen meat obtained from a
regional processor was tempered overnight, then passed through a 2.5-cm
plate before further processing.
emulsification

The possible effects of particle size and fat

on color were evaluated by making turkey rolls from finely

chopped meat emulsions (E), finely chopped meat and pre-emulsified fat (PE),
or from coarsely ground meat (CG).
The E rolls were made by chopping meat (He1y-Joly bowl chopper,
Meat Packers and Butchers Supply, Los Angeles, CA 90001) with salt for 1.5
min. The ice and dry milk solids were added and the mixture was chopped for
1 min. The fat was added and chopping was continued for 2 min.
The PE rolls were made by first chopping dry milk solids, fat, and onehalf of the ice in the bowl chopper to form a paste-like fat-protein

pre-

emulsion, as described by van den Hoven (1987). The meat, salt, and the rest
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of the ice were added and chopped for 2 min, for a total chopping time of
about 5 min.
The CG rolls were made by mixing meat thoroughly

with other

ingredients and passing the mixture twice through a Hobart grinder (Koch
Supplies, Inc., Kansas City, MO) with a 0.63-cm plate.

After chopping or

grinding, products were stuffed with a manual stuffer (Koch Supplies, Inc.,
Kansas City, MO) into 10-cm diameter , water-impermeable casings (Cryovac
Division, W. R. Grace, Simpsonville, SC 29681 ).

The rolls were laid on

screens in the smokehouse (Vortron Inc., model TR2-17000, Beloit, WI 53511)
and cooked (about 8 hr) to an internal temperature

of 74° C, with the

smokehouse temperature set at 82° C, dampers closed, and relative humidity
set at 100%. After cooking, rolls were stored at 2° C until evaluated.

Evaluation and analysis
Color was measured with a Hunter Lab Digital Color Difference Meter
(Hunter Associates

Laboratory, Inc., model D25D2A, Reston, VA 22090)

standardized with a cream-colored plate Number C-2785 (L-value = 78.2, avalue

= 2.3,

b-value

= 21.5).

A OZA low voltage (9.75V) halogen cycle lamp

was used. The sample port size was 5.1 cm. For L-values (lightness values),
100 equals absolute white and O equals absolute black.

Positive a-values

indicate red color intensity, whereas, negative a-values indicate green color
intensity.

Similarly, yellow or blue colors were measured by positive or

negative b-values, respectively.

Rolls were held at 2° C for 4 days before

slicing. Slices were approximately 1.2 cm thick and 1O cm in diameter. Slices
were placed on a thin glass plate immediately after slicing, and L-values, avalues, and b-values were obtained within 10 s, or at 1 hr after slicing, to
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evaluate fading. Readings (1 per slice) were taken on two separate slices per
roll.
Cooked meat pH was measured after blending a 10-g sample with 90
ml deionized water for 1 min with a Polytron homogenizer
Instrumen ts, Westbury, NY 11590).

(Brinkmann

The pH of filtered homogenate was

measured with a Fisher model 61OA pH meter (Fisher Scientific Products, Salt
Lake City, UT 84101 ).
Total extractable myoglobin (including myoglobin, oxymyoglobin, and
metmyogl obin) was determined using a modification of the procedure of
Warriss (1979).

Five-gram samples in polyethylene centrifuge tubes were

blended with a Ploytron homogenizer for 30 s in 25 ml of ice cold 0.04 M
phosphate buffer, pH 6.8. After the pigment was extracted for 1 hr at 4° C, the
homogena tes were centrifuged at 6,500 x g for 45 min, and the supernatant
was furthe r clarified by filtration through Whatman Number 1 filter paper
(Fisher Scientific Products, Salt Lake City, UT 84101 ). Visible absorbance
spectra

were obtained

on a recording

spectrophotometer

(Shimadzu

Scientific Instruments , Columbia , MD 21046) . Absorbance values at 525, 572,
and 700 nm were used to calculate total undenatured

myoglobin

and

percentage metmyoglobin of total myoglobin (Trout, 1989) . Fat content of
cooked rolls was determined by standard procedures, using petroleum ether
as the solvent (AOAC, 1984).
The experiment had a 3 x 2 + 1 factorial arrangement of treatments,
with three methods of meat preparation (E, PE, and CG), and 2 milk solids
added (NFDM and WPC).
preparations,

resulting

The C rolls were prepared for E and CG

in a total of eight treatments.

Three separate
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experiments were conducted (three separate formulations per treatment),
using

different

boxes

of meat from the same

supplier.

Duplicate

measurements for each replicate resulted in six individual measurements per
treatment for color, pH, % fat, and myoglobin pigment content of cooked
samples. Treatment groups were compared by one-way analysis of variance
(Anonymous,

1986)

using

the

StatView TM

512+

(Brain Power , Inc.,

Calabasas, CA 91302) statistical package on a Macintosh SE computer
(Apple Computer, Inc., Cupertino, CA). Means were separated by the least
significant difference method.

RESULTS

AND

DISCUSSION

Cooked turkey rolls had a mean pH of 6.1 (range 6.09 to 6.16), a mean
fat content of 6.79% (range 6.3 to 7.18%), and there were no differences
among treatments.

Compared to other treatments, lightness values were

lower (P < 0.05) for CG rolls formulated with milk solids (Table 8), in part
because CG rolls had particles of thigh meat still visible.

Mean lightness

values for E, PE, and CG rolls were 65. 7, 64.6, and 63.8, respectively [least
significant difference at 5% level (LSD.05)

= 0.8].

Nonfat dry milk lowered the

redness values of turkey rolls. Control rolls made without milk solids and rolls
made with 3% WPC were noticeably pink upon slicing and had a-values
ranging from 2.6 to 3.4. Slices from rolls formulated with 3% NFDM had no
visible pink discoloration and had significantly lower a-values ranging from
0.9 to 1.1 (Table 8). These results indicate that use of NFDM was effective in
avoiding the pink discoloration that developed during refrigerated storage of
turkey rolls

Pink discoloration faded quickly in C rolls or rolls made with
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WPC. By one hour after slicing, all samples had a faded gray appearance,
with a-values ranging from 0.3 to 1.7 (Table 9). Pooled means for a-values of
samples formulated with WPC or NFDM were 3.25 and 1.02, respectively,
immediately after slicing, compared with significantly lower values of 1.14 and
0.55, respectively, at

1 hr after slicing (LSD.05 = 0.34).

There was little

relation of b-values (yellowness) to pink discoloration of turkey rolls.

Table 8-Mean Hunter L-values (lightness), a-values (redness), and b-values
(yellowness) of turkey rolls 1O s after slicing
Samplef

L

a

b

E-C

65.7a

2.sb

11.7d

E-NFDM

65 .9a

0.9C

12.sa

E-WPC

65.4a

3.3a

11.scd

PE-NFDM

64.sa

1.oc

12.3ab

PE-WPC

64.4ab

3.2a

12.obcd

CG-C

65.oa

3.4a

10.99

CG-NFDM

63.2b

1.1c

12.1 be

CG-WPC

63.2b

3.2a

11.2c

a-e Values in the same column with no common superscripts were
significantly different (P < .05). For L-values, a-values, and b-values, LSD
values were 1.44, 0.48, and 0.34, respectively. For each treatment, n= 6.
f E, PE, and CG refer to method of meat processing. E = emulsion; meat, fat,
and other ingredients were finely chopped together; PE = pre-emulsion; fat,
milk solids, and water were chopped to form a pre-emulsion, then chopped
with meat; CG = coarse ground; meat, and fat were passed through a 0.63 cm
grinder plate, then mixed with other ingredients; C = control, no added milk
protein; NFDM = nonfat dry milk; WPC = whey protein concentrate.
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Table 9-Mean Hunter L-values (lightness), a-values (redness), and b-values
(yellowness) of turkey rolls 1 hr after slicing

Samplef

L

a

b

E-C

66.1a

o.sb

12.sab

E-NFDM

65.2b

0.3b

12.ga

E-WPC

65.3b

1.1ab

13.oa

PE-NFDM

63.1d

0.7b

12.7ab

PE-WPC

54.4c

o.sb

13.oa

CG-C

64.3C

1.1ab

12.4bc

CG-NFDM

61.98

0.6b

12.1c

CG-WPC

61.78

1.7a

12.2c

a-e Values in the same column with no common superscripts were
significantly different (P < .05) for L-values, a-values, and b-values, LSD
values were 0.75, 0.81, and 0.45, respectively. For each treatment, n= 6.
f E, PE, and CG refer to method of meat processing. E = emulsion; meat , fat,
and other ingredients were finely chopped together; PE = pre-emulsion; fat,
milk solids, and water were chopped to form a pre-emulsion, then chopped
with meat; CG = coarse ground; meat, and fat were passed through a 0.63 cm
grinder plate, then mixed with other ingredients; C = control, no added milk
protein; NFDM = nonfat dry milk; WPC = whey protein concentrate .
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Table 10-Mean values for undenatured myoglobin and metmyoglobin in
cooked turkey rolls

Sampled

Myoglobine

Metmyoglobinf

(mg I g of meat)

(%)

E-C

0.36C

78 .8ab

E-NFDM

0.64abc

74.6b

E-WPC

0 .66ab

80.1a

PE-NFDM

0.46bc

85.4a

PE-WPC

0 .71 ab

77.1 ab

CG-C

o.44bc

58 .5bc

CG-NFDM

0.78a

69 .3bc

CG-WPC

0.71 ab

69.4b

a-c Values in the same column with no common superscripts
were
significantly different (P < .05). For myoglobin and % metmyoglobin, LSD
values were 0.285, and 10.5, respectively. For each treatment, n= 6.
d E, PE, and CG refer to method of meat processing. E = emulsion; meat, fat,
and other ingredients were finely chopped together; PE = pre-emulsion; fat,
milk solids, and water were chopped to form a pre-emulsion, then chopped
with meat; CG = coarse ground; meat, and fat were passed through a 0.63 cm
grinder plate, then mixed with other ingredients; C = control, no added milk
protein; NFDM = nonfat dry milk; WPC = whey protein concentrate .
e Total myoglobin extracted in cold 0 .04 M phosphate buffer, pH 6.8, including
myoglobin, oxymyoglobin , and metmyoglobin.
f Metmyoglobin as % of total myoglobin
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Total undenatured myoglobin levels after cooking were higher in some
rolls made with milk solids than in controls (Table 10). Trout (1989) also found
that measurable levels of undenatured myoglobin remained in cooked turkey
products, depending upon cooking temperature and meat pH. There is no
readily apparent explanation for the observation that myoglobin denaturation
was lower in samples containing milk solids.

Percentage metmyoglobin

values were not affected by milk solids, but were lower in CG samples,
probably because less oxygen was incorporated during grinding of CG
samples compared with chopping of emulsified samples.
The mechanism by which NFDM inhibited pink discoloration is not
known. Oxidation-reduction reactive sulfhydryls or other protein side chains of
NFDM may have raised the oxidation-reduction potential of the meat system,
thus preventing formation of the complex between denatured proteins and
heme.

Nonfat dry milk may have decreased muscle protein denaturation

during cooking, also inhibiting hemochrome formation.
micelles in NFDM may simply mask the meat pigments.

Alternatively, casein
However, Rongey

and Bratzler (1966) found that 10 to 20% NFDM was required to lighten
bologna significantly, whereas, in the current study, rolls containing 3% NFDM
were not lighter than other samples. Another factor considered in the present
study was that pre-emulsification of milk solids with fat may produce smaller,
more refractive fat particles and a lighter product. However, lightness values
were not increased in pre-emulsified samples, compared with similar samples
prepared by chopping all ingredients together, without pre-emulsification.
In conclusion,

a pink discoloration

developed

during refrigerated

storage of C turkey rolls, or with rolls formulated with WPC, but discoloration
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did not develop in rolls formulated with 3% NFDM. Thus, NFDM may have
application in prevention of this common problem.
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GENERAL

SUMMARY

AND CONCLUSIONS

NFDM when incorporated into reformed turkey rolls showed benefits of
increased bind, flavor, yield, overall acceptability, and, an unexpected benefit,
inhibition of pink color defect. WPC also showed benefits of increased bind,
flavor, yield, and overall acceptability.

CC showed no benefits when

incorporated into reformed turkey rolls.
The incorporation of milk solids into turkey rolls increased yield as
much as 3%. Milk solids contain significant amounts of protein. This protein is
able to emulsify fat and free water, increasing yield over products without
additional milk solids. The additional proteins also increase yield due to water
binding by the proteins (Fennema, 1976).
Results obtained in this study indicate that as thigh meat content
increased, roasted turkey flavor increased.

This flavor increase was due to

the higher fat content of thigh meat. Increased fat is known to increase the
flavor intensity of meat products. NFDM also enhanced roasted turkey flavor.
NFDM rolls were found to have increased flavor over rolls made with no milk
solids or with calcium caseinate. WPC turkey rolls were very comparable to
the NFDM rolls but were not significantly better than the control. These data
differ from other reports indicating that WPC caused off-flavors in turkey
products (Smick and Geist, 1988; Hoogenkamp, 1989).
The ratio of 90: 1O breast to thigh meat was rated superior to 70:30
breast to thigh meat in turkey rolls for color uniformity, white color, and overall
acceptability.

Panelists commented that the dark meat in the 70:30 product

detracted from the product appearance.

Grinding the thigh meat into an

emulsion was probably the cause for these comments. The dark meat around
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the breast cubes gave the appearance of heavy veins in the product. As the
content of thigh meat in the paste decreased and was replaced with white
meat, the acceptability increased.
Bind between meat pieces is an important textural property of turkey
rolls, affecting the product slicability. Rolls made with 3% CC had lower bind
or cohesiveness than the control or the other milk solids evaluated.

No

differences were noted in bind by panelists between NFDM, WPC, or controls.
CC should have the strongest bind if protein content were the only concern
since it contained 95% protein, whereas, NFDM and WPC have approximately
30 to 34% protein.

Calcium content has been shown to affect the bind

strength in gels. The effects of calcium content on strength and texture of gels
have been studied by Schmidt et al. (1984), Schmidt and Morris (1984), van
den Hoven (1987), and Mangino (1992). These reports indicate that there is
an optimal level for calcium in products.

Mangino (1992) reported that

calcium levels above 11 mM caused a decrease in whey protein gel strength.
The interference in meat gel strength due to calcium has been attributed to the
limited

protein

unfolding

and network

formation

caused

by protein

aggregation. The calcium caseinate has a more conglomerate structure than
sodium caseinate (van den Hoven, 1987).

Results obtained by using the

penetrometer showed that NFDM significantly increased the cohesiveness in
both finely and coarsely chopped products. WPC increased the bind between
meat pieces in finely chopped meat products over the control. When the meat
proteins were not chopped as severely, such as would be found in coarsely
ground products, the WPC bind was not significantly different than the control.
These results are similar to the results reported by Ensor et al. (1987), who
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reported that both NFDM and WPC increased bind in knockwurst.

Fine

chopping of meat allows more protein extraction, increasing bind strength of
the finished product.

Differences in the protein content and composition

among the different milk solids could account for the cohesiveness differences
in the coarsely chopped products. NFDM contains greater amounts of casein
with lesser amounts of whey proteins than WPC.
Milk solids did not show any whitening ability in this study . This
disagrees with anecdotal reports (Rongey and Bratzler, 1966; Andres, 1986;
van den Hoven, 1987; Smick and Geist , 1988; Hoogenkamp , 1989). Inhibition
of pink color defect, commonly seen in turkey products, was noted in this study
in turkey rolls made with NFDM .

Pink color defect was not a parameter

originally designed to be studied in the present research . However , since it
was noted, the following are some thoughts of how milk solids affect pink color
defect.

Four distinct pigments may cause the red or pink color in cooked

meats. The four pigments are 1) undenatured myoglobin and oxymyoglobin,
the red pigments of fresh meat ; 2) nitrosyl hemochrome, the pink pigment of
cured meat; 3) reduced globin hemochromes of well-cooked meat (Cornforth,
1991 ); and 4) cytochrome c which also plays a role in pink color defects . The
nitrosyl hemochrome pigment was not the cause of the pinkness since there
was no source of NO from meat or other ingredients . Pool (1956) reported
that the flames in a gas-fired oven could cause pink color defect on the
surface of uncovered turkey. The rolls in this study were not exposed to an
open flame, and no nitrate or nitrite was added . The water impermeable
casings also presented a barrier to NO or CO gases.
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Trout (1989) reported that high pH (>6.0) meat rolls contained more
undenatured

myoglobin.

As pink

undenatured myoglobin content.

color

intensity

increased,

so did

In this study it was found that meat rolls

containing milk solids had higher levels of undenatured myoglobin than did
the controls.

However, rolls made with NFDM had less pink color defect.

Thus, undenatured myoglobin was not the cause of pink color defect.
Cytochrome

c has been reported by Ahn and Maurer (1989) to

contribute to the pinkness of rolls. They indicated that cytochrome c could
have more impact on pink color defect in cooked meat than the myoglobin
would have.
mitochondria.

Grinding

of meat may release

cytochrome

c from the

The availability of cytochrome c should be the same in all the

products made in this research. Unless NFDM complexes with cytochrome c,
all products should have had the same pink color intensity.
Cornforth et al. (1986) reported that the oxidation/reduction state of the
hemochrome
intensity.

(Fe2+)/hemichrome

(Fe3+) iron determined the pink color

Keeping the iron oxidized prevents the pink color formation in

cooked products.

NFDM reactive sulfhydryl groups or other protein side-

chains could raise the oxidation-reduction potential of the meat system, thus
preventing the pink color defect.
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Table 11-Least significant difference comparison of panel means for color
intenisty1 of turkery rolls
Treatments
100%2
90: 1o2
70:3o2
6.644
NA
NA
NA

NoMS3
NFDM
WPC

cc

5.495
5.41
5.27
5.02

4.os5
3.78
4.13
3.54

1. Color intensity, 1 = extremely dark; 7 = light
2. Percentage of breast meat in meat block. Remainder was thigh meat
3. NoMS= no milk solids added to treatments; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC=
whey protein concentrate and CC= calcium caseinate .
4. LSD value= 0.325, n=126
5. LSD value = 0.460, n= 63

Table 12-Analysis of variance for panel evaluations of color intensity 1 in
turkey rolls (P < .05)

SV

OF

Day
2
Treatment (trt)
9
Cont2 vs. trt
1
Among Cont. 1
Among Rest 7
Protein (P) 3
Ratio (R)
1
PXR
3
Error (a)
18
Judge (J)
20
Trt X Judge
180
PXJ
60
RXJ
20
PXRXJ
60
400
Error (B)
Total
629

MS
0.81
77.00
419.35
.01
39.09
6.07
251.46
1.33
1.51
9.09
.08
.70
2.04
.46
.57

F
0.54
51.14
278 .53
.01
25.97
4.03
167.02
.88

Sign.INS
NS
Sign.
Sign.
NS
Sign.
Sign.
Sign.
NS

15.90
.14
1.22
3.56
.80

Sign.
NS
NS
Sign.
NS

1. Color intensity, 1 = extremely dark; 7 = light
2. Cont = control
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Table 13-Least significant difference comparison of panel means for color
uniformity 1 of turkey rolls
100%2
90: 1o2
70:302
Treatments
NoMS3
NFDM
WPC

cc

6.504
NA
NA
NA

5_355
5.24
5.03
4.51

3_545
3.22
3.84
2.68

1. Color uniformity, 1 = very spotty; 7 = uniform in color.
2. Percentage of breast meat in meat block. Remainder was thigh meat.
3. NoMS= no milk solids added to treatments; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC=
whey protein concentrate and CC= calcium caseinate.
4. LSD value= 0.319, n= 126
5. LSD value = 0.451, n= 63

Table 14-Analysis of variance for panel evaluation of color uniformity 1 in
turkey rolls (P < .05)
SV
OF
MS
LSD value = 0.460, n= 63 Day
Treatment (trt)
9
109.50
Cont2 vs. trt
1
544.14
Among Cont. 1
.07
Among Rest 7
63.04
Protein (P) 3
20.17
Ratio (R)
1
368.57
PXR
3
4.06
Error (a)
18
1.45
Judge (J)
20
9.69
Trt X Judge
180
.88
PXJ
60
.69
RXJ
20
1.57
PXRXJ
60
.78
400
Error (B)
.63
Total
629

F
2
75 .31
374.24
.05
43.35
13.87
253.49
2.79
15.31
1.40
1.09
2.49
1.24

Sign.INS
1.64
1.13
Sign.
Sign.
NS
Sign.
Sign.
Sign .
Sign. at P <.1
Sign.
Sign.
NS
Sign.
Sign. at P <.1

1. Color uniformity, 1 = very spotty; 7 = uniform in color.
2. Cont = control

NS
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Table 15-Least significant difference comparison of panel means for roasted
turkey flavor 1 of turkey rolls
Treatments
100%2
90: 1o2
70:302
NoMS3
NFDM
WPC

cc

5.054
NA
NA
NA

4_735
5.30
5.35
4.62

5.485
5.52
5.38
4.62

1. Roasted turkey flavor, 1 = flavorless; 7 = very flavorful.
2. Percentage of breast meat in meat block. Remainder was thigh meat.
3. NoMS= no milk solids added to treatments; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC=
whey protein concentrate and CC= calcium caseinate.
4. LSD value = 0.262, n= 126
5. LSD value= 0.371, n= 63

Table 16-Analysis of variance for panel evaluations of roasted turkey flavor 1
in turke:t rolls (P < .05)
DF
sv
Day
2
Treatment (trt)
9
Cont2 vs. trt
1
Among Cont. 1
Among Rest 7
Protein (P) 3
Ratio (R)
1
PXR
3
Error (a)
18
Judge (J)
20
Trt X Judge
180
PXJ
60
RXJ
20
PXRXJ
60
Error (B)
400
Total
629

MS
0.64
7.81
0.34
0.79
9.88
16.67
7.88
3.75
0.98
8.48
1.28
1.49
1.56
0.84
0.96

F
0.65
7.97
0.34
0.81
10.08
17.01
8.03
3.82

Sign.INS
NS
Sign.
NS
NS
Sign .
Sign.
Sign.
NS

8.79
1.32
1.55
1.62
0.87

Sign.
Sign.
Sign.
Sign.
NS

1. Roasted turkey flavor, 1 = flavorless ; 7 = very flavorful
2. Cont = control
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Table 17-Least significant difference comparison of panel means for
toughness and tenderness 1 of turkey rolls
100%2
90: 1o2
70:302
Treatments
NoMS3
NFDM
WPC

cc

5.054
NA
NA
NA

5.905
5.95
5.90
5.85

5.605
5.55
5.55
5.60

1. Toughness & tenderness, 1 = very tough; 7 = very tender.
2. Percentage of breast meat in meat block. Remainder was thigh meat
3. NoMS= no milk solids added to treatments; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC=
whey protein concentrate and CC= calcium caseinate.
4. LSD value = 0.262, n= 126
5. LSD value= 0.371, n= 63

Table 18-Analysis of variance for panel evaluations of toughness and
tenderness 1 in turkey rolls (P < .05)

sv

OF
Day
2
Treatment (trt)
9
Cont2 vs. trt
1
Among Cont 1
Among Rest 7
Protein (P) 3
Ratio(R)
1
PXR
3
Error (a)
18
Judge (J)
20
Trt X Judge
180
PXJ
60
RXJ
20
PXRXJ
60
Error (B)
400
Total
629

MS
2.89
4.20
3.97
2.03
4.54
4.77
15.37
0.70
2.23
10.36
0.72
0.54
0.62
0.72
0.70

F
1.30
1.89
1.78
0.91
2.04
2.14
6.90
0.31

Sign.INS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
Sign.
NS

14.73
1.03
0.77
0.87
1.02

Sign.
Sign .
NS
NS
NS

1. Toughness & tenderness, 1 = very tough; 7 = very tender.
2. Cont = control.
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Table 19-Least significant difference comparison of panel means for
cohesiveness 1 of turkey rolls
100%2
90: 1o2
70 :302
Treatments
NoMS3
NFDM
WPC

cc

4.874
NA
NA
NA

5.o85
5.65
5.11
4.03

5.225
5.63
5.08
3.48

1. Cohesiveness, 1 = very tough; 7 = very tender.
2. Percentage of breast meat in meat block. Remainder was thigh meat.
3. NoMS= no milk solids added to treatments; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC=
whey protein concentrate and CC= calcium caseinate.
LSD value = 0.827, n= 126
LSD value = 1.169, n= 63

Table 20-Analysis of variance for panel evaluations of cohesiveness 1 in
turkey rolls (P < .05)

sv

OF
Day
2
Treatment (trt)
9
Cont2 vs. trt
1
Among Cont. 1
Among Rest 7
Protein (P) 3
Ratio (R)
1
PXR
3
Error (a)
18
Judge (J)
20
Trt X Judge
180
PXJ
60
RXJ
20
PXRXJ
60
Error (B)
400
Total
629

MS
1.71
29.25
0.21
4.96
36.87
82.56
1.67
2.91
9.75
12.07
1.07
0.98
1.81
0.82
0.99

F
0.18
3.00
0.02
0.51
3.78
8.47
0.17
0.30

Sign.INS
NS
Sign .
NS
NS
Sign.
Sign .
NS
NS

12.24
1.08
0.99
1.84
0.83

Sign.
Sign.
NS
Sign.
NS

1. Cohesiveness, 1 = very tough; 7 = very tender.
2. Cont= control

......
_
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Table 21-Least significant difference comparison of panel means for overall
acceptability 1 of turkey rolls
Treatments
100%2
90: 1o2
70:302
NoMS3
NFDM
WPC

cc

5.764
NA
NA
NA

5.175
5.81
5.46
4.56

4.875
4.87
5.05
3.83

1. Overall acceptability, 1 = unacceptable; 7 = very acceptable.
2. Percentage of breast meat in meat block. Remainder was thigh meat.
3. NoMS= no milk solids added to treatments; NFDM= nonfat dry milk; WPC=
whey protein concentrate and CC= calcium caseinate.
LSD value = 0.318, n= 126
LSD value = 0.449, n= 63

Table 22-Analysis of variance for panel overall acceptability 1 evaluation of
turkey rolls (P < .05)

sv

OF
Day
2
Treatment (trt)
9
Cont2 vs. Trt 1
Among Cont 1
Among Trt
7
Protein (P) 3
1
Ratio (R)
PXR
3
Error (a)
18
20
Judge (J)
Trt X Judge
180
PXJ
60
RXJ
20
PXRXJ
60
Error (b)
400
Total
629

MS
2.30
24.82
66.22
0.13
22.43
34.74
44.94
2.62
1.44
11.39
0.96
1.09
1.14
0.59
0.90

F
1.60
17.27
46.07
0.09
15.61
24.17
31.27
1.82

Sign.INS
NS
Sign.
Sign.
NS
Sign.
Sign.
Sign.
NS

12.70
1.07
1.21
1.28
0.66

Sign.
Sign.
NS
NS
NS

1. Overall acceptabil ity, 1 = unacceptable; 7 = very acceptable
2. Cont = control
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Table 23-Analysis of variance for panel evaluations for juiciness 1 in turkey
rolls (P < .05)

sv

OF

Day
2
Treatment (trt)
9
Cont2 vs. trt
1
Among Cont. 1
Among Rest 7
Protein (P) 3
Ratio (R)
1
PXR
3
Error (a)
18
Judge (J)
20
Trt X Judge
180
PXJ
60
RXJ
20
PXRXJ
60
Error (8)
400
Total
629

F

MS
4.39
2.60
0.99
0.96
3.06
6.31
2.03
0.14
2.89
12.55
0.96
0.77
0.87
0.85
0.91

1.51
0.90
0.34
0.33
1.06
2.19
0.70
0.05

Sign.INS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

13.77
1.05
0.85
0.96
0.93

Sign.
Sign.
NS
NS
NS

1. Juiciness, 1 = dry; 7 = very juicy
2. Cont = control

Table 24-Analysis of variance for yield of turkey rolls made with milk solids
(P < .05)

sv

df

MS

F

Significant

Days

2

64.39

35.19

Sign.

Treatment

8

8.59

4.69

Sign.

Error

16

1.83

Total

26
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FORM USED FOR TURKEY ROLL EVALUATION
Name:

Date:
Posted are the scales to be used for evaluation of these products.
Please refer to them while judging the products. You will be judging
five products, on seven characteristics.
Fill in fill blanks.

Sample No.
Characteristics
1. Color intensity
2. Color uniformity
3. Cohesiveness
4. Tough & tender

----

----

-----

5. Roasted turkey
flavor

----

-----

--

6. Juiciness

-----

----

7. Overall
acceptability
8. Comments:

---

---
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